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〈Summary〉 In graph-based pattern recognition, representative graph influences the per-

formances of recognition and clustering. In this paper, we propose a learning method for

generating a representative graph of a set of graphs by constructing graph unions with

merging corresponding vertices and edges. Those corresponding vertices and edges are ob-

tained using common vertices of a set. The proposed method includes extracting common

vertices and correspondences of vertices. To show the validly of the proposed method,

we applied the proposed method to pattern recognition problems with character graph

database and graphs obtained from decorative character images.
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1. Introduction

The learning method for representative graph is

important in the field of computer vision and pat-

tern recognition. The determination for representa-

tive graph greatly influences the performance of clus-

tering graphs. Graph clustering can be applied to

various applications since the object representation

with graph is more convenient and suitable than the

object representation with vector in various applica-

tions.

The character recognition is one of those applica-

tions. A graph can represent the structure of a char-

acter simply and clearly. Fig.1 shows examples of

graph representations of characters. Once the struc-

tures of characters are represented by graphs, a struc-

ture analysis method can be applied to graphs for

recognition. The structure analysis method is one

of the main methods for character recognition. The

structure analysis method extracts structures from

characters and calculates similarities by matching

structures between test data and models. The advan-

tage of structure matching is the robustness for bend-

(A) (E) (H) (M)

(F) (N) (W) (Y)

Fig. 1 Examples of character graphs.

ing and expansion of character strokes1),2),6). More-

over, structure analysis method is effective and appli-

cable for not only common fonts like Times Roman

and Arial, but also not common fonts such as deco-

rated characters.

As we mentioned above, the representative graph

greatly influences the performance of graph cluster-

ing and recognition. Therefore, there has been some

efforts aimed at learning representative graphs and

summarizing graphs in classes. Torsello and Han-

cock combined available sample graphs with the min-

imum description length approach to obtain represen-

tative graphs8). Bunke et al. extracted representative

graphs by creating common supergraphs7). However,

both methods are inappropriate to apply character
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graphs directly. The former method is limited for

only tree graphs and the character graphs are not al-

ways trees. The latter method generates representa-

tive graphs of which the minimum number of vertices

among supergraphs of a set. However, such criterion

is inappropriate for character graphs.

In this paper, we propose a learning method for rep-

resentative character graphs. The proposed method

extracts common vertices from each training set, then

search correspondences of vertices and edges are using

common vertices. We designed representative graph

to have all structures of a training set. Such repre-

sentative graph can be obtained by generating graph

union of a set. Moreover, in order to reduce the re-

dundancy of the graph union, we merged vertices and

edges of the graph union with obtained correspon-

dences. To show the effectiveness of the proposed

method, experiments are carried out using character

graph datasets and decorative character images.

2. Proposed Method

We propose a learning method for representative

character graphs. The proposed method extracts

the common vertices and correspondences of vertices,

then form the representative graph with merging ver-

tices and edges.

2.1 Graph Definitions

First of all, we describe the graph definition used

in this paper. Let g be a graph defined as

g = (V , E, λ, ε, ω) , (1)

where V and E are finite sets of vertices and edges,

respectively. λ and ε are the functions assigned

weights to V and E, respectively. λ and ε are ini-

tially 1. ω is a function indicating points of vertices in

plane of a Cartesian coordinate system. ω is normal-

ized by adjusting the longer length of height or width

to 1 and the center of vertices to the origin. We set

three vertex types, end vertex, curve vertex and junc-

tion vertex, that have one, two and more than three

edges, respectively.

2.2 Extraction of Common Vertices

There is a tendency that vertices are gathered at

specific locations because of the characteristics of

characters. For example, vertices shown in Fig. 2

are expected to gather into five locations. The ver-

tices ( a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1 ), vertices ( a4, b4, c4,

d4, e4, f4 ), vertices ( a2, b2, c2, d2, e2, f2 ), vertices

( a5, b5, c5, d5, e5, f5 ) and vertices ( a3, b3, c3,

d3, e3, f3, f6 ) are gathered, respectively. Therefore,

we define common vertices as centroids of gathered

vertices. The common vertices of class k is defined as

equation (2).

C
k =

{

ck
1 , ck

2 , · · · , ck
M

}

. (2)

We applied ISODATA10)for ω of training graphs to

obtain Ck. The ISODATA is an unsupervised clas-

sification technique and similar to the k-means algo-

rithm. The k-means algorithm commences to gener-

ate centroids randomly and assigns data to the near-

est centroid. Then it updates centroids according to

data of classes. The k-means algorithm repeats above

procedures till centroids convergence. The ISODATA

expands the k-means algorithm to integrate classes

and divide a class if the distance between centroids is

less than the threshold and if the variance of a class

is bigger than the threshold, respectively. Note that

the k-means algorithm requires the number of classes

in advance, while the ISODATA adjusts the output

number of classes. The common vertex ck
i is obtained

by equation (3) from training graphs Gk
t = {gk

t1
, · · · }

of a class k.

ck
i =

∑|iV
k

t |
j=1 ω(ivk

tj
)

|iV k
t |

, (3)

where iV
k

t = {iv
k
t1

, · · · } ∈ Gk
t is a set of vertices

assigned to the nearest centroid i.

Once the common vertices are extracted, two char-

acteristics of common vertices can be obtained. The

characteristics are the tendency of vertex type and

the connectivity strength of common vertices. First

characteristic indicates which vertex type tends to ap-

pear at a common vertex. For example, c1 and c5 are

Fig. 2 Graphs of “A”.
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supposed to be obtained from vertices ( a1, b1, c1,

d1, e1, f1 ) and vertices ( a3, b3, c3, d3, e3, f3, f6 ).

The end vertex tend to be gathered at c1. However,

there will be some structure distortions, and some

vertex type can appear at a common vertex, such as

c5 has 5 end vertices and 1 curve vertices. We ob-

served the tendency from Gk
t and define a function

indicates how a vertex type frequently appear at ck
i

as

T k
i (x) =

1

|Gk
t |

·

|Gk
t |

∑

j=1

|xi V k
tj
|

|V k
tj
|

(4)

where x denotes vertex type. x
i V k

tj
is a set of vertices

which are type x and assigned to ck
i from V k

tj
∈ gk

tj
.

Second, a function which indicates the connectivity

strength between ck
i and ck

j is defined by equation

(5).

Sk(i, j) =
1

|Gk
t |

·

|Gk
t |

∑

l=1

|i,jEk
tl
|

|Ek
tl
|

, (5)

where i,jEk
tl

=i V k
tl

×j V k
tl

.

2.3 Correspondence of Vertices

Once the common vertices and function T and S

are extracted, we search the correspondences between

vertices of graphs to common vertices. The corre-

spondence of vertices of one graph to common ver-

tices should be one-to-one. Therefore, we select one

vertex which corresponds to a common vertex from

one graph. Basically, vertices of a graph correspond

to the nearest common vertex. When one-to-one cor-

respondence is not satisfied, that is, in the case of

vertices of a graph correspond to a common vertex,

we select one vertex. Let jV k
ti

∈ gk
ti

be a set of ver-

tices assigned to ck
j , a vertex is selected by equation

(6).

arg max
v∈jV k

ti

T k
j (θ(v)) +

∑

a∈Av

Sk(φ(v), φ(a)), (6)

where θ is a function assigning a vertex to a vertex

type. φ is a function assigning a vertex to the nearest

common vertex. Av is a set of adjacent vertices of v.

Vertices corresponding to a same common vertex are

corresponded each other.

Moreover, we take correspondences between ¯
jV k

ti

and ¯
jV k

tj
if the Euclidean norm of two vertices on

ω are less than threshold. Where ¯
jV k

ti
is a set of

vertices which are not selected by equation (6). We

denote the obtained correspondence of vertices and

edges O.

Fig. 3 Graph union of two graphs with merging cor-

responding vertices and edges. The alpha-

bets denote correspondence of vertices.

2.4 Representative Graph

We generate the representative graph from a set

of graphs. The representative graph is designed to

contain all the structure information of a set. The

graph union is one of the solutions to form a graph

which contains all the structure information of a set.

Therefore, we form a representative graph by making

graph union.

The graph union5)is defined as follows. Given two

graphs g1 and g2, the graph union ĝ of g1 and g2 is

defined as ĝ = g1 ∪ g2, where V̂g and Êg are V1 ∪V2

and E1∪E2, respectively. As we follow the definition

of graph union, formed representative graph is equal

to the set of graphs. Therefore, we merge vertices and

edges of graph union to compress the structure infor-

mation. The vertices and edges are merged according

to correspondence of vertices. Note that correspon-

dences of edges is introduced by correspondences of

vertices, that is, if an edge ea corresponds to an edge

eb, vertices of ea must correspond to vertices of eb.

We merge vertices and edges according to O and

update λ, ε and ω of graph union by equation (7),

(8) and (9). The vertices and edges that do not cor-

respond to any vertices and edges are added to the

formed graph.

λ(v)=λ(O(v1)) + λ(O(v2)), (7)

ε(e)=ε(O(e1)) + ε(O(e2)), (8)

ω(v)=
ω(O(v1)) + ω(O(v2))

2
, (9)

where O(vi) is a set of vertices of gi corresponding
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Fig. 4 The process of generating representative

graph.

to v. Fig. 3 shows a graph union of two graphs with

merging corresponded vertices and edges. Finally, the

generating algorithm is described follow.

1. Given Gk
t , the algorithm commences with fixing

common vertices from Gk
t and eq. (4) and (5).

2. Pick one graph from Gk
t and set it as represen-

tative graph Rk.

3. Pick one graph gti
from Gk

t .

4. Calculate correspondence of vertices between Rk

and gti
.

5. Form a graph union of Rk and gti
with merging

vertices and edges. Then set the formed graph

union to new Rk .

6. Repeat 3, 4 and 5 until Gk
t is empty.

At the end of this section, the process of generating

a representative graph from four graphs is illustrated

in Fig. 4.

3. Experimental Results

We carried out two experiments to evaluate the

proposed method. First, we generate a representa-

tive graph from training data for each class, then

evaluate the obtained representative graphs by recog-

nition experiments. We used two database, IAM

graph database repository11)and the decorative char-

acter images.

The IAM database is a standard database to evalu-

ate methods for graph-based pattern recognition and

machine learning. The IAM database has three sets

that have different distortion levels: low, medium and

high. Each set has 750 graphs for training, validation

and testing. The letters are 15 capital letters of the

Roman alphabets that only consist of straight lines (

A, E, F, H, I, K, L, M, N, T, V, W, X, Y, Z ). Fig. 5

shows examples of graphs of IAM database.

The decorative character images are alphabets with

various decorations. The database of decorative char-

acters consists of 260 decorative character images.

There are 26 classes containing 10 different decorated

images. A hundred thirty images ( each of 26 classes

has 5 images ) are used as trainings, others are used

as testing. The graphs of decorative characters can be

obtained by the following procedure. We convert dec-

orative characters into global structures using multi-

scale method3). In this method, topographical fea-

tures such as ridges and ravines obtained from an in-

tensity surface4)are extracted from multi-scale images

and used for structure extraction and interpolation.

The topology of global structures becomes clear by

thinning12). The end, curve and junction point of

thinned global structure are defined as vertices. The

lines are defined as edges. The examples of decorative

characters, global structures and graphs are shown in

Fig. 6. Retrieving graphs from decorative characters

are quite sensitive so that the severe structure varia-

tion occurred even if in the same class. However, we

think that it is important to observe how does the

proposed method work in graphs of decorative char-

acters.

3.1 Experiments for Learning

First of all, we carried out brief experiments to ex-

tract the representative graph by all the order of three

graphs. Fig. 7 shows the results. From these results,

we can see the representative graph shape changes

according to the order of training data set.

We obtained the representative graphs from IAM

database and decorative characters by the proposed

method. Various representative graphs will be ob-

tained depending on the order of training graphs since

the proposed method is iterative. Therefore, we ran-

domly generated 100 and 10 orders for each class from

IAM database and decorative character database, re-

spectively. We removed vertices and edges of which
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Fig. 5 Graphs of IAM database. The row of top, middle and bottom are low,

medium and high distortion level, respectively.

Fig. 6 Decorative characters, global structures and graphs are shown in top,

middle and bottom row, respectively.
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(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) (3, 2, 1) (e) (3, 1, 2) (f) (2, 3, 1) (g) (2, 1, 3) (h) (1, 2, 3) (i) (1, 3, 2)

Fig. 7 Samples and representative graphs. (a), (b) and (c) are samples. The

numbers are idecies of samples. (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) are repre-

sentative graphs and 3–tuples are orders.

weights are less than threshold since the vertices and

edges which have small weight can be seen as noise,

excepting for all weights of vertices or edges are 1. In

this experiments, we set thresholds 5 and 2 for IAM

database and decorative characters, respectively. Fig.

8 and 9 show some of results of obtained representa-

tive graphs from IAM database and decorative char-

acters, respectively. The representative graph come

to have various structures when structure distortion

level increases.

3.2 Recognition Experiments

We carried out recognition experiments using ob-

tained representative graphs. The test data is as-

signed to a class according to the dissimilarities be-

tween test data and representative graphs.

The distance between a graph gi and a representa-

tive graph Rk is defined as

d(gi,R
k) = E(η) − E(Rk) + C(Rk, gi), (10)

where η is a graph union of gi and Rk obtained

by the proposed method. The function E calcu-

lates how compact a graph union is. The E returns

small value if graph union is compact, that is, the

value will be small if the graph union is obtained

from graphs which have similar structures. There-

fore, E(η) − E(Rk) indicates the similarity between

gi and Rk on structure. Let ĝ be a graph union ob-

tained from G. The value of E is defined as

E(g) = −

|V |
∑

i=1

λ(vi)

|G|
log

λ(vi)

|G|
−

|E|
∑

j=1

ε(ej)

|G|
log

ε(ej)

|G|
.

(11)

The function C, third term of equation (10), is de-

fined as the sum of matching cost of corresponding

edges. The matching cost of two edges is

κ(ei, ej) = 2lilj cos(6 eiej), (12)

where li denotes the length of ei.

We calculated distances between test data and rep-

resentative graphs by equation (10). In recognition

experiments, the test data is regarded to be recog-

nized correctly if the distance between the test data

and its correct class is within N nearest.

The results of recognition experiments are shown

in Fig. 10. The characteristic that the order of

the training data affects the shape of the represen-

tative graph may be a weak point of the proposed

method. Therefore we show the expected recognition

performance of the representative graph. Those are

the average, standard deviation, maximum and min-

imum recognition rate. In decorative characters, the

averages of recognition performance are 25.3, 37.6,

46.2, 52.5 and 58 % at N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively.
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(A) (E) (F) (H) (I) (K) (L) (M)

(N) (T) (V) (W) (X) (Y) (Z)

(A) (E) (F) (H) (I) (K) (L) (M)

(N) (T) (V) (W) (X) (Y) (Z)

(A) (E) (F) (H) (I) (K) (L) (M)

(N) (T) (V) (W) (X) (Y) (Z)

Fig. 8 Representative graphs from IAM database. 1st and 2nd, 3rd and 4th,

5th and 6th row are from low, medium and high, respectively.

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I)

(J) (K) (L) (M) (N) (O) (P) (Q) (R)

(S) (T) (U) (V) (W) (X) (Y) (Z)

Fig. 9 Representative graphs from decorative characters.

The standard deviations of recognition performance

are 4.3, 3.7, 3.8, 2.8 and 2.2 at N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, re-

spectively. The proposed method could not find ap-

propriate correspondences since ω are variously lo-

cated. We must improve the extraction of graphs

from decorative character images to apply the pro-

posed method. In IAM database, the average recog-

nition performances are 94.2, 78.8 and 80.1 %, in low,

medium and high distortion datasets at N = 1, re-

spectively. The standard deviations of recognition

performance are 4.4, 4.4 and 3.3 in low, medium and

high, respectively. These experimental results can de-

duce the consequences that the order of the training

dataset affects the shape and the recognition perfor-
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(a) Decorative characters (b) IAM database

Fig. 10 Results of recognition experiments.

(a) Recognition performance (b) Computational time

Fig. 11 Comparison of proposed and existing method.

mance of the representative graph. However, the in-

fluence on recognition performance is small since the

standard deviations are small.

4. Discussions

We compared the proposed method and existing

method7)in performance of recognition and computa-

tional time for generating representative graphs.

We review the existing method briefly. Existing

method proposed a weighted minimum common su-

pergraph, or WMCS and treat WMCS as the rep-

resentative graph. WMCS is defined as a common

supergraph which has the minimum number of ver-

tices among all common supergraphs. WMCS of two

graphs is obtained by equation (13).

WMCS(g1, g2) = mcs(g1, g2) ∪

(g1 − mcs(g1, g2)) ∪ (g2 − mcs(g1, g2)) , (13)

where mcs(g1, g2) is a common subgraph which has

the maximum number of vertices among all sub-

graphs of g1 and g2. The mcs(g1, g2) is calculated by

the backtrack algorithm9). Note that the difference

of graphs,g2−g1 is obtained by removing g1 from g2,

g1 ∈ g2. The operation, ∪, generates a graph union.

The weights of vertices and edges of WMCS(g1, g2)

are calculated by λ(v) = λ(v1) + λ(v2) if vertex v is

generated from v1 of g1 and v2 of g2. The weights

of edges are calculated by the same manner. Finally,

WMCS of Gk is applied equation (13) iteratively. In

the same as equation (10), the distance between test

data and WMCS is defined as

d(gi,W
k) = E(WMC(gi,W

k))−E(Wk)+C(Wk, gi),

(14)

where Wk denotes WMCS of class k.

The comparison results are shown in Fig. 11. The

recognition results of existing method are 32.8, 94,

64.3 and 67.6 %, and proposed method are 25.3,

94.2, 78.8 and 80.1 %, in decorative characters, low,

medium and high, at N = 1, respectively. In the

decorative characters, the both results are not high.

While in IAM database, the proposed method is bet-
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µ µ̂ nv ne ne/nv

IAM (Low) 0.87 0.92 4.7 3.1 0.66

IAM (Medium) 0.81 0.85 4.7 3.2 0.68

IAM (High) 0.82 0.86 4.7 4.4 0.94

Decorative characters 0.74 0.46 6.6 5.6 0.85

Table 1 Characteristics of graphs of IAM database

and Decorative characters.

ter than the existing method at all distortion level.

The existing method is superior than the proposed

method in decorative characters, while the proposed

method is superior than the existing method in IAM

database. In order to analysis these results, it is nec-

essary to make the difference between graphs of dec-

orative characters and IAM database clear. Table 1

shows the characteristics of two databases. µ, µ̂, nv

and ne are the averages of distance between vertices,

distance between adjacent vertices, number of ver-

tices and number of edges, respectively. The graphs

of decorative characters are the graphs of which dis-

tance between adjacent vertices is small. We can see

the value of ne/nv as ratio of noise edges. In the

graphs of IAM database, the noise edge increases ac-

cording to the distortion level. Especially, the number

of noise edges of IAM (high) is greater than the deco-

rative characters. Therefore, we can say the existing

method is more robust than the proposed method

for the graphs of which distances between adjacent

vertices are small. On the other hand, the proposed

method is more robust than the existing method for

noise edges and the graphs of which distances between

adjacent vertices are large.

Moreover, we can see the improvement of the pro-

posed method at computational time. The computa-

tional time of existing method are 3.4, 1.8, 12.5 and

4.6 (s), and that of the proposed method are 0.1, 0.2,

0.3 and 0.2 (s), in decorative characters, low, medium

and high, respectively. The proposed method is about

34 and 25 times faster at decorative characters and

IAM database, respectively. The computational time

of the proposed method is significantly better than

the existing method.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a generating method for representa-

tive graphs. The proposed method extracts com-

mon vertices of training sets. Then the correspon-

dences of vertices are calculated using characteristics

of common vertices, that are locations, vertex type

and connection between vertices. We evaluated the

proposed method using IAM graph database and dec-

orative characters. While there are problems to apply

the proposed method for decorative character images,

the proposed method obtained about 80% recognition

performance in IAM graph database. Moreover, the

significant improvement in computational time is ob-

tained.
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